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Abstract—Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) is a promising
air interface candidate technique for next generation mobile
networks, especially for massive machine type communications
(mMTC). In this paper, we design a LDPC coded SCMA detector
by combining the sparse graphs of LDPC and SCMA into
one joint sparse graph (JSG). In our proposed scheme, SCMA
sparse graph (SSG) defined by small size indicator matrix is
utilized to construct the JSG, which is termed as sub-graph
based joint sparse graph of SCMA (SG-JSG-SCMA). In this
paper, we first study the binary-LDPC (B-LDPC) coded SG-
JSG-SCMA system. To combine the SCMA variable node (SVN)
and LDPC variable node (LVN) into one joint variable node
(JVN), a non-binary LDPC (NB-LDPC) coded SG-JSG-SCMA
is also proposed. Furthermore, to reduce the complexity of NB-
LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA, a joint trellis representation (JTR)
is introduced to represent the search space of NB-LDPC coded
SG-JSG-SCMA. Based on JTR, a low complexity joint trellis
based detection and decoding (JTDD) algorithm is proposed to
reduce the computational complexity of NB-LDPC coded SG-
JSG-SCMA system. According to the simulation results, SG-JSG-
SCMA brings significant performance improvement compare to
the conventional receiver using the disjoint approach, and it can
also outperform a Turbo-structured receiver with comparable
complexity. Moreover, the joint approach also has advantages in
terms of processing latency compare to the Turbo approaches.
Index Terms—5G; SCMA; LDPC; joint trellis representation;
joint receiver; multiuser channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
S INCE the commercialization of 4th generation (4G) mo-bile networks, researchers have focused on the new air-
interface technology, which is more efficient and reliable, to
meet the demands of the 5th generation (5G) mobile networks
[1]. To further increase the spectral efficiency, non-orthogonal
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new multiple access techniques based on joint sparse graph.
multiple access (NOMA) is proposed as an alternative to
conventional orthogonal multiple access (OMA). The first
scheme of NOMA is referred as power domain NOMA [2],
and its application in LTE as well as 5G systems is studied
in [3]. SCMA [4] is a code domain NOMA that is considered
to be a promising 5G candidate due to its excellent ability to
support massive quantities of users under heavily overloading
conditions.
The first scheme of code domain NOMA was referred as
low density signature (LDS) [5]. Motivated by multi-carrier
CDMA (MC-CDMA), sparsity is introduced to the spreading
matrix in LDS, and it performs well under overloading con-
ditions. Later, Beek et al , proposed to design the spreading
matrices through rotation to further improve the performance
of LDS [6]. In [7], Hoshyar et al combined LDS with orthog-
onal frequency division multiplexing (LDS-OFDM), which
can achieve a superior performance to orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) [7]. In fact, SCMA, which
is characterized by codebook design and different constellation
mapping, is an extension of LDS [4]. Compared with LDS,
SCMA directly maps code bits to a complex symbol. In order
to obtain a better performance, authors in [8] proposed to
obtain shaping gain through rotating constellation in codebook
design. Similar to LDS, message passing algorithm (MPA) can
be used in a SCMA detector as well.
Since the LDS and SCMA were proposed, their simplified
detection algorithms have attracted much attention [9]–[14].
However, to reduce receiver processing latency without per-
formance loss and further improve the error rate performance,
novel receiver structure should be also taken into considera-
tion. In [15], an iterative Turbo structured receiver for a Turbo
coded LDS system is proposed, which can achieve superior
performance compare with conventional individual receiver. In
[16]–[19], we designed a joint sparse graph for a LDPC coded
LDS-OFDM system and CDMA system, which is termed as
JSG-LDS and JSG-CDMA, respectively. The proposed scheme
brings about 1.5-1.8dB performance improvement at bit error
rate (BER) of 10 5 compared with a Turbo-style iterative
receiver. In [20], an iterative Turbo-style SCMA receiver
was proposed, which can achieve a better performance than
a separate one with comparable computational complexity.
A joint detection algorithm for SCMA system is proposed
in [21]. In [22], a joint receiver that combines SCMA and
downlink MIMO system is presented.
Inspired by the message exchange strategy in a LDPC coded
large MIMO system which is proposed in [23], a sub-graph
based joint sparse graph (SG-JSG) is proposed to perform joint
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detection and decoding for a LDPC1 coded SCMA system.
The SG-JSG is constituted by SCMA Tanner graphs [25] with
4 function nodes (FNs) and 6 SVNs, which is called 4-6
SCMA or 4-6 SSG for brevity in this paper. After linking the
B-LDPC sparse graphs (B-LSGs) and SSGs into a SG-JSG,
the message passing algorithm (MPA) will operate on the SG-
JSG with only outer iterations. However, as the MPA performs
on the B-LSG at the bit-level, while the MPA performs on the
SSG at the symbol-level, the LVNs and SVNs are separated on
the SG-JSG. To combine the LVNs and SVNs into a JVN, NB-
LDPC code is introduced to SG-JSG-SCMA system; hence,
the NB-LDPC sparse graph (NB-LSGs) and SSGs can be
directly linked through JVNs. However, it is computationally
expensive when applying NB-LDPC codes to the SG-JSG-
SCMA system. Therefore, a simplified algorithm based on JTR
that only uses partial messages is proposed, i.e., the JTDD
algorithm. The search space of JTDD can be significantly
reduced with a few extra calculations.
The main novelties and contributions of this paper are listed
as follows:
1) We combine two kinds of bipartite graph, including
SCMA and LDPC bipartite graph, into one graph model,
which is referred as SG-JSG-SCMA. Such a receiver that
can perform detection and decoding simultaneously has never
been proposed for SCMA. Additionally, to the best of our
knowledge, a JSG that consists of sub-graphs of multiple
access system and channel decoder is also a novel graph model
in the design of channel coded detector.
2) MPA over SG-JSG are modified to adopt to B-LDPC
and NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA system. Typically, a
separate receiver performs MPA and BP independently for
SCMA detector and LDPC decoder, respectively [26]. As
for Turbo-style receiver, the messages pass through Turbo
structure [26]. However, SG-JSG-SCMA is a novel receiver
structure based on SG-JSG, where detection and decoding
are performed jointly on the entire graph; hence, the MPA
should be modified so that the information of each user can
be detected.
3) A trellis representation is introduced to the update of
FNs in SCMA. Furthermore, we extend it to a JTR which can
link SCMA trellis and NB-LDPC trellis together. Based on
JTR, a simplified algorithm that only uses partial messages
are proposed to reduce the complexity of a NB-LDPC coded
SG-JSG-SCMA system. To compensate the performance loss,
the information feedback strategy with Gaussian forcing and
some compensation methods are introduced. Such a simplified
detection and decoding algorithm based on MPA and SG-JSG
has never been reported.
4) To further illustrate the validity and advantages of our
proposed scheme, we analyze the SG-JSG-SCMA system from
several perspectives. The results show that the SG-JSG-SCMA
is a well-performed receiver compare to the existing ones.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we
introduce the system model of uplink SCMA and the graph
model of SG-JSG-SCMA, respectively. Sec. 3 presents the
1It is worth mentioning that LDPC codes have been adopted in the 5G new
radio standards for data channels. A comprehensive and detailed review of its
graph model and design rule is reported in [24].
modified MPA in the SG-JSG-SCMA system. JTR and JTDD
for the NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA are introduced in
Sec. 4. The simulation results and discussions are presented
in Sec. 5. Sec. 6 concludes this paper. A summary of abbre-
viations used in this paper is presented in Table I.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A brief introduction of uplink SCMA and the graph model
of SG-JSG-SCMA are presented in this section.
A. Sparse code multiple access
We consider the uplink transmissions where J single-
antenna users transmit to the same base station (BS).
Fig. 1: Block diagram for SG-JSG-SCMA transmitter
At the transmitter in Fig. 1, the functional blocks are similar
to that of LDS-OFDM. However, the information bits of each
user are directly mapped to complex signals through certain
codebooks in the SCMA encoder, then the signals superpose
at the transmitter and transmitting with OFDMA sub-carriers.
Upon receiving the superimposed signals at the receiver, the
MPA is applied to detect the information transmitted by each
user.
Similar to LDS, SCMA can be defined by an sparse indi-
cator matrix FKJ that has df non-zero elements in each
row and du non-zero elements in each column. FKJ =
(f1;f2; : : : ;fJ ), where fj = (fj;1; fj;2;    ; fj;k)T . Due to
the sparsity of FKJ , SCMA can be represented by a Tanner
graph [25].
For a conventional 4-6 SCMA system, the indicator matrix
can be represented as:
F 46 =
2664
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 0
3775 : (1)
The non-zero elements in F 46 represent the connection
between SVNs and FNs, which indicates that the jth user is
spread by the kth chip. We assume that the numbers of non-
zeros in each column and each row are the same. Therefore,
the received signal at BS can be written as:
yj =
JX
j=1
diag(hj)xj + z; (2)
where diag(hj) is a diagonal matrix, vector xj is the SCMA
codeword of the jth user, yj = [yj1; y
j
2;    ; yjK ]T is the signal
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TABLE I: Summary of main abbreviations and key notations
4-6 SCMA SCMA system with 4 function nodes and 6 variable nodes B-LDPC Binary LDPC codes
NB-LDPC Non-binary LDPC codes JSG Joint sparse graph
LSG LDPC sub-graph B-LSG Binary LSG
NB-LSG Non-binary LSG SSG SCMA sub-graph
SG-JSG Sub-graph based joint sparse graph SG-JSG-SCMA Sub-graph based joint sparse graph for SCMA
CN Parity-check nodes FN Function nodes
LVN LDPC variable nodes SVN SCMA variable nodes
JVN Joint variable nodes JTR Joint trellis representation
JTDD Joint trellis detection and decoding FFT-BP Fast Fourier transformation based belief propagation
N Number of SSGs in SG-JSG M Code length of LDPC codes
J Number of users K Number of transmitted OFDMA subcarriers
L Number of CNs in LSGs FKJ Indicator matrix of low density signature
vn;j jth SVN at nth SSG Lvk;m mth LVN at kth LSG
fn;k kth FN at nth SSG pk;l lth CN at kth LSG
dp Degree of CN in a LSG df Degree of FN in a SSG
nk Set of SVNs that kth FN connects to in nth SSG 
j
l Set of LVNs that lth CN connects to in jth LSG
nk nj Set of SVNs that connects to kth FN in nth SSG (excluding
vn;j )
dn;k(x) Euclidean distance between kth received signals in nth SSG and
SCMA codewords
Ifn;j!vn;k Messages that deliver from fn;j to vn;k IJvj;m!pk;l Messages that deliver from Jvj;m to pk;l
Ipk;l!Lvj;m Messages that deliver from pk;l to Lvj;m IJvj;m!fn;j Messages that deliver from Jvj;m to fn;j
vector received by jth users, hj = [hj1; h
j
2;    ; hjK ]T is the
channel gain between user j and the BS, and z is Gaussian
noise with variance 2.
B. Graph model of B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
As discussed above, SCMA detector and LDPC decoder can
be both represented by sparse graphs. Moreover, in the Turbo-
style receiver, the output of channel decoder is utilized as a
priori information of SCMA detector in the next iterations.
If the extrinsic information is exchanged between SCMA
detector and the LDPC decoder, the error rate performance
can be improved.
Fig. 2: Block diagram for SG-JSG-SCMA receiver.
As shown in Fig. 2, a SG-JSG-SCMA receiver for a B-
LDPC coded 4-6 SCMA is depicted. In contrast to JSG-
LDS, the SG-JSG-SCMA consists of four types of nodes:
FNs, SVNs, LVNs and parity check nodes (CNs). In this
paper, N and M denotes the number of data symbols and
code length, respectively. Note that N is also the number
of SSGs in SG-JSG-SCMA. L represents the number of
CN. Let vn;j (n 2 [1; N ]; j 2 [1; J ]) be the vn;j th SVN
in nth SSG corresponding to the data of jth user; Lvk;m
(k 2 [1;K];m 2 [1;M ]) is the mth LVN of kth user. It should
be noted that the symbol-level MPA is used to detect SCMA
symbols; whereas belief propagation (BP), which is a bit-
level MPA, is used to decode B-LDPC. Therefore, a mapping
between the messages of SVN and LVN is necessary. In 4-
point (16-point) SG-JSG-SCMA, each SVN connects to two
(resp. four) LVNs. For example, the nodes vn;1 (n 2 [1; N ])
connect to the nodes Lv1;2m 1 and Lv1;2m (m 2 [1; dM2 e]);
hence, the first user’s data is decoded in the 1st B-LSG. As
such, the SSGs and B-LSGs are linked together.
Each SSG corresponds to four OFDMA sub-carriers, there-
fore, the number of SSGs depends on the length of transmitted
data and number of sub-carriers. As for LSG, the number of
LSG totally depends on J , which is the number of users. By
combining SSG and LSG into one JSG, the SG-JSG-SCMA
integrates the inner iterations of both the SCMA detector
and B-LDPC decoder. Therefore, only the outer iterations are
necessary for the proposed joint detector and decoder.
With the joint detection and decoding, the FNs in SSGs
and CNs in LSGs update simultaneously at first. Then, the
SSGs and B-LSGs update their variable nodes separately.
The messages are subsequently exchanged between LVNs and
SVNs. Iterations go on until the decoded codewords satisfy
the parity-check equations in each LSG.
C. Graph model of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
As shown in Fig. 2, the LVNs and SVNs are independent;
hence, a connected model which includes mapping and de-
mapping for the information between LVNs and SVNs is nec-
essary in a B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA. To combine the
SVN and LVN to a JVN without connected model, NB-LDPC
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code is introduced to construct the SG-JSG-SCMA. Note that
NB-LDPC codes that define over GF (4) and GF (16) are
utilized on 4-point SCMA and 16-point SCMA, respectively.
As such, the dimension of SCMA messages and NB-LDPC
code messages are matched. Therefore, the LVNs and SVNs
are merged into JVN without extra connected model and
calculations.
The graph model of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA is
illustrated in Fig. 3. Since the detection of SCMA and the
decoding of NB-LDPC are both symbol-level MPA, only JVNs
are presented in the graph model of NB-LDPC coded SG-
JSG-SCMA. Additionally, as the transformation of symbols
is necessary in the decoding of NB-LDPC codes to satisfy
the parity-check equations, permutation nodes (PNs) should
be added to the SG-JSG.
Fig. 3: Block diagram of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA.
The process of the messages update in a NB-LDPC coded
SG-JSG-SCMA is the same as B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-
SCMA. However, as mentioned earlier, messages exchanging
between SVN and LVN is unnecessary in the NB-LDPC coded
SG-JSG-SCMA as a symbol-level decoder is implemented. In
fact, there is another method to combine LVNs and SVNs,
i.e., to transform symbol-level SCMA detector into a bit-
level SCMA detector. Nonetheless, such a bit-level SCMA
detector is related to multi-layer Tanner graph [27], which is
complexity expensive for practical implementations.
III. SG-JSG-SCMA BASED MESSAGE PASSING
ALGORITHM
In this section, the modified version of B-LDPC and NB-
LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA based joint detection and decod-
ing algorithm are presented, respectively.
A. Modified MPA in B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
1) Function nodes update: In probability domain, the mes-
sage sent from FN fn;k to SVN vn;j can be written as:
Ifn;j!vn;k(xk) =
1
2N0
 exp( 1
2N0dn;k(x)
)
 Q
u2nk nj
Ivn;u!fn;j (xk);
(3)
where N0 is the variance of noise, and dn;k(x) is an Euclidean
distance related value which is given by:
dn;k(x) =
1
2
kyn;k  
X
k2nk
hj;kxj;kk; (4)
and yn;k is the received signal in nth SSG sub-carrier k; xj;k
is the kth component of SCMA codeword xj . nk = fjjfj;k 6=
0g for n = 1;    ; N , fj;k denotes the non-zero elements in
the indicator matrix; hence, nk is a node set whose elements
connect to kth FN in nth SSGs. It should be noted that (3)
is a general version of FN update, which is satisfied for any
given low density spreading matrix in SCMA.
2) Parity-check nodes update: The CN update in SG-JSG is
the same as the LDPC decoding. Similarly, we define a node
set jl whose elements are the nodes that connect with lth
CN in jth B-LSG. Note that the update of CN is independent
of each B-LSG which is similar to the FN update in SSG.
Therefore, the update of CNs can be written as:
Ipk;l!Lvk;i = 2 T 1
0@ Q
8m6=i:Lvm2jl
T (ILvk;m!pk;l)
1A ;
(5)
where
T (x) = tanh(x) =
ex   e x
ex + e x
; (6)
and
T 1(x) = tanh 1(x) =
1
2
 log

1 + x
1  x

: (7)
It should be noted that the messages are defined over the
logarithm domain, which can be also denoted as log-likelihood
ratio (LLR).
3) Variable nodes update: Unlike JSG-LDS, the update of
variable nodes in SG-JSG is more complicated since there are
two kinds of variable nodes in JSG-SCMA. Therefore, the
process of variable node update can be split into two parts:
a) SCMA variable nodes update
For simplicity, taking the 4-6 SCMA as an example, (3) can
be rewritten as:
Ifn;k!vn;t(q1) =
1
2N0
 exp( 1
2N0dn;k(x)
)
(Ivn;r!fn;k(q2)  Ivn;s!fn;k(q3));
(8)
where qi = 0; 1;    ; C   1 (C is the size of constellation),
the conventional 4-6 SCMA graph model is used; hence, the
degree of FN is df = 3, r; s; t represents the edges connect to
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the kth FN in nth SSG, respectively. The messages pass from
SVNs to FN in the probability domain is given by:
Ivn;j!fn;t(q) = nor  Ifn;s!vn;j (q)
ILvj;2n 1!vn;j (q)  ILvj;2n!vn;j (q);
(9)
where nor is the normalized factor; q = 0; 1;    ; C 1. Note
that each SSG updates their SVNs simultaneously, as a result,
each SVN delivers information to log2 C corresponding LVNs
after the update of SVN.
In the case when the NB-LDPC code is used, an SVN
corresponds to only one LVN. Thus, the messages deliver from
JVN to FN should be modified as:
IJvn;j!fn;t(q) = nor  Ifn;s!Jvn;j (q)Q
8pj;i2 jJvj;m
Ipj;i!Jvj;m(q);
(10)
where  jJvj;m is a check node set which includes all the CNs
connect to Jvj;m. It is obvious that the set  
j
Jvj;m
=  jLvj;m
when NB-LDPC code is applied to SG-JSG-SCMA. To make
the algorithm more efficient and converge faster, a normalized
factor nor should be added into (9) and (10).
b) LDPC variable nodes update
The update of LVN is similar to SVN, which is given by:
Ipj;l!Lvj;m = Ivdm
2
e;j!Lvj;m +
P
8i6=l:pj;i2 jJvj;m
ILvj;m!pj;i :
(11)
The relationship that log2 C LVNs correspond to one SVN is
represented by the Gaussian rounding function de, j denoted
the jth LSG in SG-JSG. It should be noted that the number
of users is equal to the number of LSG in SG-JSG.
4) Message exchange: The message exchange between
SVN and LVN is the main reason for the performance gain
achieved by the SG-JSG-SCMA. Therefore, it is treated as an
independent part in this paper.
Essentially, the symbol-to-bit message transformation is a
marginalization of the probability density function (PDF), and
the calculation of ILvj;2n 1!vn;j (q) and ILvj;2n!vn;j (q) are
its inverse transformation.
Firstly, we assume the mapping of symbol as q = 0 !
00; q = 1 ! 10; q = 2 ! 01; q = 3 ! 11, which corresponds
to the mapping over GF (q). Taking the 4-point SCMA as an
example, the marginalization of symbols’ PDF can be written
as:
Ivn;k!Lvk;2n 1(0) = log

Ivn;k(1) + Ivn;k(3)
Ivn;k(0) + Ivn;k(2)

Ivn;k!Lvk;2n(1) = log

Ivn;k(2) + Ivn;k(3)
Ivn;k(0) + Ivn;k(1)

:
(12)
Note that Ivn;k!Lvk;2n 1 and Ivn;k!Lvk;2n are messages that
are delivered from SVN to LVNs, and the messages delivered
in the opposite direction can be expressed as:
ILv!vn;j (q) =
8>><>>:
(ILvj;2n 1(b1))  (ILvj;2n(b2)); q = 0
(ILvj;2n(b1))  (1  ILvj;2n(b2)); q = 1
(1  ILvj;2n(b1))  (ILvj;2n(b2)); q = 2
(1  ILvj;2n(b1))  (1  ILvj;2n(b2)); q = 3;
(13)
where b1 = 0; b2 = 1, ILvj;2n 1 and ILvj;2n are defined by:
ILvj;2n 1 =
exp
0@ P
8l:pj;l2 jLvj;2n 1
Ipj;l!Lvj;2n 1
1A
1 + exp
0@ P
8l:pj;l2 jLvj;2n 1
Upj;l!Lvj;2n 1
1A ;
(14)
and
ILvj;2n =
exp
0@ P
8l:pj;l2 jLvj;2n
Ipj;l!Lvj;2n
1A
1 + exp
0@ P
8l:pj;l2 jLvj;2n
Ipj;l!Lvj;2n
1A : (15)
To make the modified MPA easy to follow, a partial view of
message flow in B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA is depicted
in Fig. 4. As can be seen from the figure, according to the
MPA, the messages represented by dash lines are generated
by the messages which are denoted by solid lines, and vice
versa.
Fig. 4: Partial view of message flow in B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-
SCMA.
B. Modified MPA in NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
1) Function nodes update: As for NB-LDPC coded SG-
JSG-SCMA, the update of FN is completely the same as the
B-LDPC coded one.
2) Check nodes update: For the CN update in NB-LDPC
coded SG-JSG, we adopt FFT-BP [28] as the decoding algo-
rithm in this paper. Therefore, the CN update is given as:
Ipk;l!Jvk;i = F
0@ Q
8m6=i:Jvm2jl
F(IJvk;m!pk;l)
1A ; (16)
where F is the Fourier transformation over GF (q). It should
be noted that FFT-BP is a symbol-level MPA, and the dimen-
sion of input messages are the same as that of SVN.
3) Joint variable nodes update: When FFT-BP algorithm
is applied, the update of JVN is:
Ipj;l!Jvj;m(q) = Ifn;k!Jvn;t(q)  Ifn;k!Jvn;s(q)Q
8i6=l:pj;i2 jJvj;m
IJvj;m!pj;i(q):
(17)
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Note that the messages in (17) are defined over the proba-
bility domain. An important observation from (17) is that the
SVN and LVN are merged into a JVN, which indicates that
the message vectors deliver to the JVN from the left and right
side of SG-JSG have the same dimension. Therefore, the NB-
LDPC codes that are defined over GF (4) and GF (16) can be
applied in this paper.
As shown in Fig. 5, the process of JVN update is presented
in a straightforward manner. It can be observed that the extrin-
sic messages, which is denoted by dash lines, flow from JVN
into FN, and are generated by messages sent from connected
CNs along with the intrinsic messages. Similarly, the incoming
extrinsic messages of CNs include the information coming
from FNs.
Fig. 5: Partial view of JVN update in NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-
SCMA.
It should be noted that in NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA,
the SVN and LVN can be directly linked without connected
model, as a result, the message exchange between SVNs
and LVNs is not necessary in NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-
SCMA. However, due to the complexity of SCMA detection
and NB-LDPC code decoding are dominated by O(qdf ) and
O(q2) [29], respectively. The computational complexity is
very high with straightforward implementation of MPA and
FFT-BP on NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA. To render the
system affordable for practical implementation, a simplified
joint detection and decoding algorithm is proposed in the
sequel.
IV. SIMPLIFIED ALGORITHM FOR A NB-LDPC CODED
SG-JSG-SCMA SYSTEM
In this section, a reduced complexity algorithm for the
SG-JSG-SCMA system is introduced, along with a JTR that
can represent the search space of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-
SCMA.
A. Joint Trellis representation for SG-JSG-SCMA
We define a mapping between constellation point and
GF (q); hence, the constellation points in SCMA correspond
to the elements over GF (q), which can be represented as:
f : constellation! GF (q): (18)
Moreover, NB-LDPC codes are defined over GF (q), and can
be represented by trellis [30]. As can be seen from (18) and
(4), the detection process of SCMA can also be represented
by trellis. Note that the trellis used in this paper is not the
same as the ones used for convolutional codes or of Markovian
state spaces. It represents the different Galois field values that
the symbols participating in the FN and CN update can take.
Inspired by these ideas, we propose a JTR which can depict
the message flow and search space in NB-LDPC coded SG-
JSG-SCMA.
Fig. 6: Joint trellis representation of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-
SCMA with df = 3; dp = 4.
Fig. 6 depicts the JTR in a NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-
SCMA system. As shown in the figure, there are two separate
trellises that are linked by the JVN; hence, JVN belongs to
both SCMA trellis and LDPC trellis. For the SCMA trellis in
JTR, the vertexes in trellis represent the constellation points
which can be mapped to GF (q), thus, the number of rows
in the left side trellis equals to the size of constellation C.
It should be noted that each vertex corresponds to a complex
SCMA codewords in a codebook. The dash lines in trellis
between different columns are all possible paths that have
to be searched when calculating dn;k in (4), and the real
numbers above vertexes are normalized logarithm domain
messages of each constellation point. The trellis at the right
side represents the search space of CN update in NB-LDPC
codes, each row represents the possible symbol values over
GF (4). In the NB-LDPC trellis, the dash paths connect the
incoming message vectors and form all possible codewords
when decoding. For the JTR, two trellises are linked by a
JVN, which is represented by four vertexes on the JTR in the
figure. This follows from the fact that each JVN carries a C
dimension message vector in a C point SCMA system. It is
clear that the JTR denotes the messages delivered to JVN in
one iteration. Each dash line that starts from SCMA trellis and
ends at NB-LDPC trellis represents a possible case to calculate
messages deliver from CN and FN to JVN.
Basically, the effect of JTR is to change the search space,
which represents by a set typically, into vertexes and paths;
hence, the complexity reduction in SG-JSG-SCMA comes
from elimination of paths in the JTR.
In the JTR, all the possible cases that should be calculated
to obtain the messages flow into JVN can be represented as:
S(q) = fxk = [xk11 [];    ; x
kdf
df
[]] :
8k = [k1;    ; kdf ] 2 f1;    ; qgdf g;
(19)
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and
L(q) = fck = [ck11 [];    ; c
kdp
dp
[]] :
8k = [k1;    ; kdp ] 2 f1;    ; qgdpg:
(20)
Clearly, the cardinality of (19) and (20) can be written as:
jS(q)j = qdf ; (21)
and
jL(q)j = qdp : (22)
It is clear that the cardinality in (21) and (22) are important
parameters that can reflect the computational complexity of
SG-JSG-SCMA; hence, a way to reduce the complexity of
NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA is to find proper subsets of
S(q) and L(q) to process joint detection and decoding with
margin performance loss.
B. Joint Trellis based joint decoding and detection algorithm
Based on the JTR, we propose a novel simplified JTDD
algorithm for NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA to reduce the
computational complexity. According to the JTR, a simple
way to reduce the complexity of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG
is to eliminate the paths that make little contribution to the
FN and CN update. As noted in [29], [30], the paths that
consist of symbols with high reliability in NB-LDPC codes
dominate their error rate performance. On the other hand,
an edge selection based detector by using Gaussian forcing
is reported in [31] to reduce the detection complexity in
LDS-OFDM system. Therefore, df in (21) can be reduced
by selecting proper columns in the JTR to involve in joint
detection and decoding. As such, only partial messages are
utilized to process MPA on the SG-JSG.
Fig. 7: Simplified joint trellis representation of NB-LDPC coded SG-
JSG-SCMA with df = 3; dp = 4.
Fig. 7 shows the JTR of proposed JTDD in each iteration. In
the figure, the dash paths in the figure are all the possible cases
to calculate messages delivered from CN and FN to JVN. The
solid paths represent the actual cases that have to be calculated
after eliminating a column in the SCMA trellis to reduce the
effective df in (21) and selecting nm most reliable symbols
in the NB-LDPC trellis to reduce the dimension of message
vectors q in (22).
In a SCMA system, it can be inferred that the better channel
quality, the higher reliability to pass message through this
channel; hence, we can use the channel quality as the criteria
for proper column selection. Each column of SCMA trellis in
JTR corresponds to a different hj;k (j = 1;    ; df ). To make
such a column selection scheme more efficient, the messages
at the eliminated columns are utilized as a compensation term
in the FN update. As such, (4) can be decomposed as:
dn;k(x) =
1
2
kyn;k   hj;kxj;k P
i2nk;Sel hi;kxi;k  
P
t6=j;t=2nk;Sel ht;kxt;kk;
(23)
where nk;Sel is a set that contains all the selected columns in
the kth JTR of nth SSG. The last term in (23) denotes the elim-
inated columns, which can be modeled as a Gaussian random
variable (RV) that follows the distribution CN ((n)j;k ; ((n)j;k )2)
as the modulus of kht;kk is relatively small.
As noted in [32], the means (n)j;k can converge to the correct
values as the MPA proceeds on a Gaussian graphical models.
Therefore, the means should be updated at the current iteration
as the feedback information for the next iteration. On the other
hand, we find out that it is more efficient if the variances
(
(n)
j;k )
2 can be updated like (n)j;k . Consequently, the update of

(n)
j;k and (
(n)
j;k )
2 can be written as:

(n)
j;k =
P
t6=j;t=2nk;Sel
ht;k  E[xt;k]; (24)
and
(
(n)
j;k )
2 =
P
t6=j;t=2nk;Sel
jht;kj2 Var(xt;k) + 2; (25)
where E[] and Var() are the mathematical expectation and
variances, respectively, which can be further represented as:
E[xt;k] =
P
q2GF (q)
Ivn;t!cn;k(q)  xt;k; (26)
and
Var(xt;k) =
P
q2GF (q)
Ivn;t!cn;k(q)  jxt;kj2   E[xt;k]2:
(27)
Based on the compensation term in (24) and (25) that uses
Gaussian forcing and information feedback strategy, (23) can
be rewritten as:
dn;k(x) =
1
(
(n)
j;k )
2
kyn;k hj;kxj;k 
X
i2nk;Sel
hi;kxi;k (n)j;k k:
(28)
According to (28), only the selected columns with high
channel quality, i.e., the modulus of hj;k that is sufficiently
will be involved in the joint detection and decoding process.
Therefore, the cardinality of S(q) reduces from qdf to qdf;Sel
(df;Sel < df ). Such an columns selection strategy with Gaus-
sian forcing and information feedback is not efficient in an
individual NB-LDPC coded SCMA receiver as the messages in
a disjoint receiver only deliver in a single direction. However,
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the error rate performance can be enhanced in a SG-JSG-
SCMA system, as will be evidenced later. 2
After the messages flowing from the SCMA trellis to the
NB-LDPC trellis in JTR, the computational complexity can be
further reduced by only selecting nm most reliable symbols in
each column to construct the paths that follow the parity-check
equations; hence, (20) can be modified as:
L(nm) = fck = [ck11 [];    ; c
kdp
dp
[]] :
8k = [k1;    ; kdp ] 2 f1;    ; nmgdpg:
(29)
As noted in [29], a deviated subset L(nm; nc), which
can achieve comparable error rate performance as original
L(nm), is defined as:
L(nm; nc) = L(nm)
(0)
S
L(nm)
(1)
S   SL(nm)(nc);
(30)
where nc  dp   1, L(nm)(p) is the subset of L(nm) that
differs from the most reliable combination in p entries. Hence,
the cardinality of L(nm; nc) is given by:
jL(nm; nc)j =
ncP
k=0
 
dp 1
k

(nm   1)k 
ncP
k=0
 
dp 1
k

(nm)
nc :
(31)
It should be noted that the approximation in (31) is obtained
by applying Taylor series expansion, and truncating those
negligible terms. To compensate the possible performance loss
caused by only selecting nm most reliable symbols at each
column in the JTR, the CN update in JTDD can be rewritten
as:
Ipj;l!Jvj;m = Ipj;l!Jvj;m +
P
8ck2L(nm;nc)
IJvj;m!pj;i(ck);
(32)
where
IJvj;m!pj;i(ck) = max(IJvj;m!pj;i(ck)  off ; 0);
if IJvj;m!pj;i(ck) > 0;
(33)
and
IJvj;m!pj;i(ck) = min(IJvj;m!pj;i(ck)  off ; 0);
if IJvj;m!pj;i(ck) < 0:
(34)
Note that off is a parameter which can be determined
through density evolution [33], [34]. By introducing such
an offset into the update of CN when only nm dimension
messages are used, the performance can be improved.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the simulation results of SG-JSG-SCMA,
along with the analysis and discussion, are presented.
A. BER comparison
In this paper, the error rate performances of SG-JSG-
SCMA systems are presented. The indicator matrix in (1)
(including parameters K = 4; J = 6; df = 3; du = 2;
 = 150%) and F816 in (35) (including parameters K =
8; J = 16; df = 4; du = 2;  = 200%) are evaluated over
2It should be noted that the performance of using only partial messages
in a disjoint and Turbo structured receiver is not as efficient as the SG-JSG-
SCMA, which indicates that the performance loss is quite significant. In this
paper, we merely show the result of JTDD to illustrate its effectiveness.
the 3 taps SUI-3, 4-taps ITU-Pedestrian channel-A and 6-
taps ITU-Pedestrian channel-B. To ensure well performance
of our scheme can be achieved under mobility conditions,
6 taps ITU-Vehicular channel model is also simulated, the
codebook with size C = 4 and C = 16 are utilized for
the simulations. The codebook is designed according to [8].
For the disjoint receiver, the maximum iteration number of
SCMA detector and LDPC decoder are 6 and 20, respectively.
The maximum iterative times of SG-JSG-SCMA are all set
to 10 in simulations. Considering the requirements of power
consumption and latency in mMTC, LDPC code with code
length equals to 256 and 1008 are simulated in this paper to
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Note that
the B-LDPC and NB-LDPC codes used in this paper were
constructed in [35], [36] and [29], respectively, which have
been proved to be well-performed.
Fig. 8 shows the performance comparison of the SG-JSG-
SCMA receiver, Turbo-style receivers with different outer and
inner iterations and the individual receiver. It can be seen that
SG-JSG-SCMA brings about 4.5dB performance gain compare
to individual receiver. Furthermore, SG-JSG-SCMA achieves
a better performance than the Turbo-style receiver 3 with 1-
1.5dB gain at BER=10 4:3 under the condition of comparable
computational complexity. It should be noted that the SG-
JSG-SCMA can also achieve a better block error rate (BLER)
performance compared to the other two types of receivers.
Fig. 9 indicates that the SG-JSG-SCMA is also suitable with
a moderate length B-LDPC code. As depicted in the figure,
in comparison to the individual receiver, the SG-JSG-SCMA
achieves nearly 3dB performance gain at both BER and
BLER equal to 10 5. Moreover, the SG-JSG-SCMA brings
about 0.5dB performance gain at BER=10 5 compared to the
Turbo-structured receiver when the computational complexity
is comparable. It can be also inferred from Fig. 8 and Fig.
9 that the performance gain of SG-JSG-SCMA shrinks as the
code length increases, i.e., the performance of SG-JSG-SCMA
is highly relative to the error correction ability of LDPC codes.
We also investigate the performance of 16-point B-LDPC
coded SG-JSG-SCMA over 6 taps ITU-Vehicular channel
model with different code length in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. As can
be seen from the figure, the SG-JSG-SCMA structure performs
well with constellation size C equals to 16. The 16-point SG-
JSG-SCMA achieves 4.2dB and 3.6dB gain in comparison to
disjoint receiver at BER=10 4 with code length N = 256
and N = 1008, respectively. Additionally, the 16-point SG-
JSG-SCMA also outperforms the Turbo-style receiver with
approximately 0.5-1.2dB and 0.2-0.5dB gain at BER=10 4:6
with code length equal to 256 and 1008, respectively. It
should be also noted that the performance of BLER in 16-
point SCMA system is inferior to 4-point SCMA system,
which indicates that the gap between the curves of BER and
BLER is larger. This follows from the fact that there are
more data in a block for a 16-point SCMA system; hence,
it is more likely to appear errors in a data block. However,
as shown in the figure, the gap between BLER and BER
3For brevity, we use (Iout; Ildpc; Iscma) to denote the outer and inner
iterations of Turbo-style receiver used in the simulation in the following.
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F 816 =
266666666664
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
377777777775
: (35)
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Fig. 8: Performance comparisons of different types of B-LDPC coded
4-point SCMA receivers with code length N = 256 and code rate
r = 0:5.
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Fig. 9: Performance comparisons of different types of B-LDPC coded
4-point SCMA receivers with code length N = 1008 and code rate
r = 0:5.
shrinks in the high SNR region, i.e., the joint structure is
able to improve the performance of BLER of 16-point SCMA,
which is meaningful to the practical implementation of SG-
JSG-SCMA.
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Fig. 10: Performance comparisons of different types of B-LDPC
coded 16-point SCMA receivers with code length N = 256 and
code rate r = 0:5.
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Fig. 11: Performance comparisons of different types of B-LDPC
coded 16-point SCMA receivers with code length N = 1008 and
code rate r = 0:5.
The performances of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
system are evaluated in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. As shown in
the figures, both NB-LDPC coded 4-point and 16-point SG-
JSG-SCMA outperform other receiver types. Compared with
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Fig. 12: Performance comparisons of different types of NB-LDPC
coded 4-point SCMA receivers with code length N = 260 and code
rate r = 0:5.
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Fig. 13: Performance comparisons of different types of NB-LDPC
coded 16-point SCMA receivers with code length N = 260 and
code rate r = 0:5.
the individual receiver, SG-JSG-SCMA defined over GF (4)
can obtain about 2.5-3dB gain in the medium to high SNR
region. Moreover, NB-LDPC coded 4-point SG-JSG-SCMA
brings about 1.5-2dB performance gain at BER equal to 10 5
compared to Turbo structured SG-JSG-SCMA with differ-
ent outer and inner iterations. In addition, the performance
gap between NB-LDPC coded 16-point SG-JSG-SCMA and
individual receiver is approximately 2.8dB at BER=10 4.
In contrast to the Turbo structured receiver, SG-JSG-SCMA
obtains about 0.6-1dB gain in the medium to high SNR region.
The performance of SG-JSG-SCMA by using JTDD with
loads of 150% and 200% over 6 taps ITU-Vehicular channel
are also evaluated and shown in Fig. 14. To make a better
trade-off between complexity and error rate performance,
df   1 edges, nm = 2 symbols (nc = 1) and off = 0:6
are chosen as the parameters in the JTDD. As shown in the
figure, JTDD is capable of achieving an error rate performance
within 0.5dB and 0.8dB from the original NB-LDPC coded
SG-JSG-SCMA for 150% and 200% overloading systems,
respectively, which can be attributed to the sufficient messages
exchange between SSGs and NB-LSGs, i.e., the significant
performance loss caused by only using partial messages can
be compensated as the messages are fully exchanged between
the SCMA detector and NB-LDPC decoder. However, due to
the loss of passing messages, the convergence behavior of
JTDD is affected, more explicitly, JTDD needs another two
more iterations to converge. Nonetheless, the complexity of
JTDD is still much lower than the original algorithm, and the
performance loss is acceptable. According to the results shown
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Fig. 14: Performance comparisons of different algorithms for NB-
LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA.
in Fig. 8-Fig. 14, it can be inferred that both B-LDPC and NB-
LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA is suitable for different channel
conditions.
The key of the SG-JSG-SCMA is to change the interference
pattern being seen by each user, and limit the amount of
interference incurred on each OFDMA subcarrier. It should
be mentioned that the performance gain achieved by SG-
JSG-SCMA comes from adequate message exchange and
information feedback strategy. As shown in Sec. III, the
messages over edges exchange between LSGs and SSGs at
each iteration, indicates that the update of FNs and CNs
receive the information from LSGs and SSGs, respectively,
to update their messages. The other reason for the superiority
of the SG-JSG-SCMA is the commonality of LDPC decoder
and SCMA detector, i.e., the sparse graph model and MPA.
This makes the message over SG-JSG more reliable and can
be directly used with simple normalization. As pointed out
by [15], [16], [33], [34], [37], [38], the convergence behavior
of SG-JSG-SCMA can be analyzed by extrinsic information
transition (EXIT) chart or density evolution (DE), which are
widely utilized on the iterative system.
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B. Analysis and discussion
1) Multi-path diversity: From Fig. 15, we can observe
that the BER performance of ITU-Pedestrian channel-A is
inferior to that of ITU-Pedestrian channel-B, indicating that
the multi-path diversity is exploited by the SG-JSG-SCMA
system under different overloading conditions, which can be
attributed to the fact that ITU-Pedestrian channel-B has 6
paths while ITU-Pedestrian channel-A has 4 paths. However,
the multi-path diversity gain achieved by SG-JSG-SCMA is
not very significant especially in the region of low Eb=N0.
Furthermore, as can be seen from the figure, the NB-LDPC
coded SG-JSG-SCMA using JTDD can also exploit the multi-
path diversity over different channel models; hence, SG-JSG-
SCMA with JTDD enjoys the multi-path diversity gain like the
original algorithm, which illustrates the validity of JTDD. It
should be noted that the multi-path diversity can be maximized
by applying other techniques to SG-JSG-SCMA system if
necessary [39], [40].
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Eb/N0(dB)
10-7
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
BE
R
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA 150% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-A
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA 150% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-B
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA with JTDD 150% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-A
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA with JTDD 150% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-B
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA 200% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-A
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA 200% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-B
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA with JTDD 200% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-A
BER-4-point-SG-JSG-SCMA with JTDD 200% overloading ITU-Pedestrian Channel-B
Fig. 15: Performance of SG-JSG-SCMA over different multi-path
channels under different overloading conditions.
2) Processing Latency: In some delay-sensitive mMTC ap-
plications, latency is an important performance metric. Hence,
it would be of interest to show the processing latency of the
proposed SG-JSG-SCMA. In this paper, we simply use the
simulation execution time as the measurement of processing
latency, which was presented in [41] and [42]. To eliminate the
influence caused by devices and software, we set the execution
time of individual receiver as baseline and normalize it to
unity. Consequently, we can define a parameter that can reflect
the relative latency of different types of receiver, i.e.,
L =
Toth
Tind
; (36)
where Tind and Toth are the simulation execution time of
individual receiver and other types of receivers, respectively.
The processing latency of three different types of receivers
are summarized in Table II. Note that the execution time
is calculated by averaging the total time of Monte-Carlo
simulation.
As shown in the table, the latency of 4-point SG-JSG-
SCMA receivers are all shorter than Turbo-style receivers with
different inner and outer iterations, which follows from the fact
that only outer iterations are necessary in SG-JSG-SCMA.
However, the latency of B-LDPC coded 16-point SG-JSG-
SCMA receivers are all longer than Turbo-style receivers. This
is related to the fact that the marginalization and its inverse
transformation are needed in each iteration, which involve
additional calculations for a B-LDPC coded 16-point SG-JSG-
SCMA system. However, for the NB-LDPC coded 16-point
SG-JSG-SCMA, the LVN and SVN are merged into JVN;
hence, the messages can be directly exchanged between NB-
LSGs and SSGs without extra transformations, this is the main
reason for latency reduction in the NB-LDPC coded 16-point
SG-JSG-SCMA. It is worth mentioning that the latency of
the proposed JTDD is even lower than the individual receiver,
which indicates the efficiency of our scheme.
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
 Eb/N0(dB)
10-6
10-5
10-4
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
BE
R
4-point binary LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
16-point binary LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
4-point NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
Fig. 16: Near-far effect of SG-JSG-SCMA.
3) Near-Far Effect: Fig. 16 shows the performance of near-
far resistance for SG-JSG-SCMA with different structures over
the 6 taps ITU-Vehicular Channel. The simulation is carried
out for the case when Eb=N0 = 10 dB for the first user,
and Eb=N0 of other users are different. The BER of the
first user is plotted against Eb=N0 which represents the
difference in Eb=N0 between the user of interest and the other
users. More explicitly, when the first users SNR Eb=N0 = 10
dB, the other users SNR equals to Eb=N0 plus 10 dB. It
can be observed that unequal received power has a minor
effect on the performance of user of interest for different
types of SG-JSG-SCMA receiver. Both 4-point B-LDPC coded
and NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA systems exhibit certain
robustness against unequal received power as the iterative
processing, i.e., the near-far effect can be alleviated by the
low density spreading techniques and effective MPA. From
the simulation result, it should be also noted that the NB-
LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA is more robust to the near-far
effect than B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA.
4) Complexity Analysis: In this part of analysis, we mainly
focus on the complexity of JTDD based SG-JSG-SCMA,
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TABLE II: Latency comparison of different types of receivers
Individual Turbo-style with (5,2,2) Turbo-style with (2,5,5) SG-JSG-SCMA
C = 4; N = 256 B-LDPC 1.0000 1.0221 1.0533 1.0066
C = 4; N = 1008 B-LDPC 1.0000 1.6199 1.7573 1.4907
C = 16; N = 256 B-LDPC 1.0000 1.6171 1.6886 1.8350
C = 16; N = 1008 B-LDPC 1.0000 1.7236 1.8150 1.8880
C = 4; N = 260 NB-LDPC 1.0000 1.4672 1.5937 1.4650
C = 4; N = 260 with JTDD / / / 0.9657
C = 16; N = 260 NB-LDPC 1.0000 3.0660 3.2876 1.7633
which can significantly reduce the complexity of the original
NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA. As the same B-LDPC or
NB-LDPC code is applied to all the investigated receivers, the
complexity of the receiver mainly depends on the number of
required iterations and the search space in each iteration. As
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Original algorithm for 150% overloading system
Original algorithm for 200% overloading system
JTDD for 150% overloading system
JTDD for 200% overloading system
Binary-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA for 150% overloading system
Binary-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA for 200% overloading system
Fig. 17: Comparison of jT j over different overloading SG-JSG-
SCMA system .
defined in (19) and (20), the search space of SG-JSG-SCMA
can be estimated by (21) and (22), i.e., the total search space
for a SG-JSG-SCMA system at each iteration is given by:
jT j = jS j+ jLj: (37)
Fig. 17 depicts the total search space of different SG-JSG-
SCMA for a frame of data (the length of a frame equals to
the code length N in this paper). In Fig. 17, the search space
of different algorithms for NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
is investigated. As shown in the figure, jT j of SG-JSG-
SCMA with JTDD is far lower than jT j of original SG-JSG-
SCMA, especially when the dp is large. Another observation
is that the search space of JTDD based NB-LDPC coded SG-
JSG-SCMA system with 200% overloading is even smaller
than the original B-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA with 200%
overloading when dp < 10. This follows from the fact that
JTDD reduces the search space of both LSGs and SSGs.
Therefore, the total search space of JTDD based SG-JSG-
SCMA can be reduced significantly. As noted in [14], [31],
[43], more columns can be eliminated from the joint trellis
when df is larger, i.e., fewer columns in the JTR are required
to deliver messages; hence, the search space can be further
reduced with negligible performance loss in a SG-JSG-SCMA
system if the df of SSG is large.
5) Effect of channel estimation error: As the channel state
information (CSI) of each user should be estimated to detect
the transmitted information, and the estimation error of CSI
cannot be avoided in a practical system. It is necessary to
investigate the robustness of our proposed SG-JSG-SCMA
against the estimation error of CSI. The estimated error of
channel can be modeled as:
h^ = h+h; (38)
where h^ and h are the estimated CSI and actual CSI, respec-
tively. h denotes the error of the CSI estimation, which can
be modeled as a random variable that follows the complex
Gaussian distribution CN (0; 2) according to [9]. We adopt 3
taps SUI-3 as the channel model, Eb=N0 = 9 dB for 4-point
and Eb=N0 = 12 dB for 16-point SG-JSG-SCMA. It should
be noted that the variance of h^ is normalized to unity in our
simulations.
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Fig. 18: The effects of the channel estimation error on the BER
performance for different types of receiver.
An important observation from Fig. 18 is that 4-point SG-
JSG-SCMA is far more sensitive to the CSI estimation error
than the individual receiver, i.e., the slope of the 4-point
SG-JSG-SCMA curves are larger than the individual ones.
However, there is a gap between these two types of receivers,
which gradually shrinks as h increases. This is related to
the different BER performance at the beginning. Furthermore,
the curves of both types of receivers deteriorate rapidly and
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converge to a BER that is much higher than the case without
CSI estimation error.
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Variance of  h
10-3
10-2
10-1
100
BE
R
Individual binary LDPC coded 4 point receiver Eb/N0=9dB
Binary LDPC coded 4 point SG-JSG-SCMA Eb/N0=9dB
NB-LDPC coded 4 point SG-JSG-SCMA Eb/N0=9dB
JTDD based NB-LDPC coded 4 point SG-JSG-SCMA Eb/N0=9dB
Fig. 19: The effects of the channel estimation error on the BER
performance for JTDD algorithm under 200% overloading.
As for the 16-point SCMA system, the phenomenon is
nearly the same as the 4 point SCMA system. However, we
can find out that the NB-LDPC coded receivers converge to
a higher BER than B-LDPC coded receivers for a 16-point
SCMA system. To conclude, the robustness of SG-JSG-SCMA
system is worse than the individual receiver against the CSI
estimation error because of more rapid BER deterioration.
However, we can also see that the performance of both LDPC
and NB-LDPC coded 4-point SG-JSG-SCMA are still better
than the individual receivers even when variance of h is
approximate to 0.1.
We also investigate the impact of channel estimation error
on JTDD algorithm in a 200% overloading system. It can be
observed from Fig. 19 that the robustness of JTDD algorithm
is approximately the same as the original NB-LDPC coded
SG-JSG-SCMA, which they can both converge to a better
BER performance than the B-LDPC coded receivers. From
what have discussed above, the individual receiver is still more
robust for a 200% overloading SCMA system even though it
is not as significant as 150% overloading system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a sub-graph based JSG structure
in the B-LDPC and NB-LDPC coded SCMA receiver. As
demonstrated by the simulation results, our proposed SG-JSG-
SCMA scheme can bring significant performance improve-
ment compared to the existing receiver types with comparable
computational complexity. Its performance improvement is
mainly due to sufficient message exchange between SSG and
LSG. By combining the SCMA trellis and NB-LDPC trellis,
a JTR is introduced to represent the update of NB-LDPC
coded SG-JSG-SCMA system. Based on such JTR, a JTDD
algorithm using partial messages by selecting columns and
truncating symbols in JTR is proposed to reduce the com-
putational complexity of NB-LDPC coded SG-JSG-SCMA
system. According to the simulation results and analysis, the
JTDD performs well for both 150% and 200% overloading
system with significant complexity reduction. To conclude, the
proposed SG-JSG-SCMA is a promising receiver technique for
LDPC coded SCMA system for 5G mMTC scenario.
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